BOARD TURNING
This is an exercise in turning which can open up new vistas and potentials for
any turner. A form of segmented turning best described as "STACK LAMINATE
TURNING", this is unique in that it requires no measuring, no bandsaw work, no
precision cutting on the tablesaw, no tedious sanding, no finicky assembly...and
it is amazingly quick!!! The only sawing required is to make sure that the board
will fit the turning diameter of the lathe; if the lathe will accommodate 12inches, it may be necessary to trim the corners of the board so that it will
turn within that diameter ('11 ½ inches corner to corner for example).

MATERIALS:
MASKING TAPE
PEN OR PENCIL
FIGUERED/COLORED/PATTERNED BOARD, DEAD FLAT AND DRY
(CAN ALSO BE LAMINATED FOR EFFECT!!) 3/4" or 1" THICK
FLUTED PARTING TOOL (SMALL SORBY)
OR THIN (1/16TH IN) PARTING TOOL W/NARROW BLADE
3/8 BOWL GOUGE (FINGERNAIL PROFILE PREFERRED)
FACEPLATE (3" RECOMMENDED)
3'4" PL YWOOD BACKING PLATE (DIAMETER SLIGHTLY LESS THAN LATHE CAPACITY)
WASTE BLOCK FOR MOUNTING
TITEBOND II GLUE OR EQUIVALENT
TRY SQUARE OR 45-DEGREE ANGLE SQUARE (OPTIONAL)
LIVE CENTER WITH POINT AND/OR CUP
CHUCK
ABRASIVES OF CHOICE
FINISH OF CHOICE

PREPARATION:
a) Find the center of the board on
both sides and mark it. Draw a single
line from the center point to the
edge, but do not go all the way
across the board. Do this on both
sides. Make sure that these lay-out
lines both end up on the same edge.
SEE FIG 1

We do this for two reasons: We need
the center points for reference
later, and the lines from center to
one edge help line up the segments
during assembly, and they do need to
be on both sides.
From the center point on one side,
and on the line drawn from center to
edge, make a mark at about 2". This
will be your final cut line and
defines the diameter of the foot (4"
works best!).
Now, using a scrap bit of the same
wood as your bowl board, lay it on
edge (90-degrees to the line from
center to edge) and mark out a series
of cross-lines from this first line
to the edge. The thickness of the
wood determines the width of the cuts
to be made later. SEE FIG 2

b) You will need to make a plywood backing plate to attach to the faceplate.
This plate should be about 3/4-inches thick, and the diameter should be slightly
less than the maximum turning diameter of your lathe, but larger than the
maximum diameter of your bowl. Center and attach the faceplate to this backing
plate and turn it to round.
c) Turn a waste block between centers, to include a tendon to fit your chuck. It
should be about 2" or 2 1/2" in diameter and about 1 1/2" long.
d) Attach a strip of masking tape to the tool rest. The tape edge should run
from the edge of the tool rest and go from end to end. Use your try square head
or 45-degree angle square and scribe 45-degree lines on the tape. NOTE: THESE
LINES ANGLE IN FROM OUTSIDE TOWARD CENTER POINTING TOWARD YOUR CENTER MARK ON
THE BOARD. Make these marks from the right end to the left and space them about
1/2" to 3/4" apart. We are not interested in precision, so a guesstimate will be
fine. SEE FIG 3

e) Attach the faceplate/backing plate assembly to the spindle.
PROCESS

f) Center the board on the backing plate by using the tailstock and live center
point to bear on the center mark you found earlier. Tighten up firmly on the
tailstock handwheel to insure that the board is held to the backing plate. Make
sure that the lay-out lines are on the tailstock side so that you can see
them!!!

g) Place the toolrest as close as possible to the face of the board. It is
critical that the tailstock be parallel to the board and that one of the 45degree lines on the tool rest points at the OUTERMOST layout line. SEE FIG 4

h) Turn on the lathe. Carefully align the parting tool on the 45-degree line
that points to the OUTERMOST layout line and begin a parting cut. It may be
necessary to make a clearance cut as you progress through the board, but strive
to make the total cut as tight and straight (on the 45- degree angle) as
possible. The wider this cut becomes, the less wood you will have later and it
can cause serious problems. When the cut is all the way through, turn off the
lathe. The parted.' piece will stay on the lathe due to the 45-degree angle cut
you have just made. You can leave this part on the lathe or take it off at this
time and set it aside. I suggest you remove this ring. Use the center point to
realign the board, bring the tailstock up again, tighten down and repeat the
process. As you near the center and the diameters of the cut lines become
smaller, you can see the importance of the thin and narrow parting tool,
especially on the last cut. Stop frequently to allow the chips and dust to
clear. Friction may cause the wood to heat up and smoke...this indicates that
more relief may be needed or that you need to clear the cut more often of
debris.
DON'T RUSH, DON'T PUSH HARD. MAKE SURE THE TOOL IS SHARP!!!

i) Now to complete the reference line. Earlier you drew a line on either side of
the board from center to edge. Now you want to draw a line on the 45-degree cut
line connecting those lines on what will be the outer side of the bowl. Do this
on each of the rings you have cut. This will now allow you to perfectly line up
the grain of the board...or not, if you choose. FIG 5

j) We assemble the bowl from the top down. Liberally apply glue to the flat side
of the smaller diameter of the top (larger) ring. Apply glue to the mating side
of the next ring and put the two together. Slightly rotate the two against each
other to insure that the glue is spread over the mating surfaces and align the
two lines you drew on the angle side. Pick the piece up, turn it over, and make
sure that the inner surfaces are concentric and/or even. They will NOT be in a
smooth line. Wiggle the wood around until everything is lined up and as even as
it can be. Repeat this process for each ring in turn.

k) If necessary, re-turn the waste block to insure that it is the
as the BOTTOM SIDE of the last ring (which will become the foot).
waste block, center it on the foot and set it the entire assembly
about five (5) minutes. This will allow the glue a bit of time to
"tack".
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I) Carefully pick up your assembly, hold it against the backing plate and bring
the tail stock up, centering the live center point/cup on the center point left
when you turned it. DO NOT GLUE THE ASSEMBLY TO THE BACKING PLATE!! Apply
pressure with the tailstock and insure that you get good glue squeeze-out. Allow
time for the glue to set. Although it is possible to start turning after only
about an hour, it may be safer to allow the glue to set overnight. You can use
the time to part-off and assemble more bowls, clean the shop or take a nap.
m) After the glue has cured, leave the assembly on the lathe against the backing
plate. You can now turn the outside. You only want to take light clean-up cuts
to define the outer shape and remove any ridges and glue squeeze-out. When
turned, sand and apply your normal finish.

n) Remove the assembly from the backing plate. Mount the chuck on the spindle;
mount the bowl assembly in the chuck. Make sure the lathe speed in on slow (500-

700 RPM), stand aside out of the line of fire and turn on the lathe. The piece
may be slightly out of balance, so adjust the speed accordingly. Now you can
turn the inside, again using light clean-up cuts until the inside is smooth and
the desired thickness is achieved. Sand to 320-400, apply the finish of your
choice, and be prepared to answer that question we love to hear: "How did you do
that?"

NOTE: I tried this with some spalted maple that had gone a bit "punky"...not a
fun experience!!
Likewise, very hard woods like Bubinga are a bear to do!!!
My fastest time for this bowl, start to finish, is 45 minutes!!! BUT think
safety at all times...
Jack Wayne
CAPT JACK327@YAHOO.COM ..

